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ELPORT ON CR1'.%IiiNC CF 3.; M rVA)'QIIATCI^ ►xALT

D BY

CANAIaXAN SALT CQMPANY :GTMITED$ WINDSORtUN`.l.AH.IQ

TrL, tgoduct^i..on

Mr.^I.S^.^^ Devel.opment T^;nginecr, The Canadian

aalt Company Lixn3.ted. requested that an investigation'be und.ertaken

to determine whether the Hazemag FAP-1 artisher, recently installed

in the Mineral Dressing laboratory of the RLr_Ps Branch, could be

utilized to reduce the size of Common Fine salt without the exq,

ces: ivé pz°od'aetion of minus 100»mesh finc:s. At,Si1ls indicated

that a yield of 7 tons per hour of minus 35, plus 100 mesh salt

rontaitz3.ng not more than per cent plus 35. mesh nor more than

5per cent minus 100 meshq was desired*

of fortsr

salt was

plant of

analyses

sâ.zeo

%rmou

A 4000-•pound sample of Cornmon. Fine salto consisting

. lC.Q-pound bags $ was received on Feiaruary 28, 1g56w This

typical of the evaporator salt produced at the Windsor

The Ca.i.ladian 18^i1t Company Limited. :^^apresentative screen

Ind:+câted that this sait was minus 20, plus 100 mesh in

The pur. pose of this investigation was to detc}r^.itn.e

t:jhetla.e'r the Hs.zemag YAP..l c.rushcar could effectively be used to re•

duce the minus 20, plus 10(}-iëlesh Common Fine salt to minus 35 mesh

without excessive p.c=ockXZction of minus 100 mesh sa:Lt_.
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DescriPttgil of t1 2.11114qMaSJakm1JIM1 t 

The Uazemag • FAP-1 Impeller Breaker, manufactured 

by Uazemag G.U.B.U.,Hunstor, Germany, consists of a single large 

rotor-impeller suspended on a central shaft in an enclosing metal 

frame. The rotor is 20 inches in diameter and 14.5 :Inches in 

wid • h .  Four impact bars spaced equally around the circumference 

of the rotor catch the material being fed to the unit and throw 

it against a series of breaker plates that are suspended above 

the impeller. The impact against the breaker plates fractures the 

ore resulting in a considerable size reduction. The broken ore is 

discharged through an opening in the bottom of the unit, The FAP-1 

has four breaker plates, two of which measure 5.5 inches in 

length by 14.5 inches in width while the remaining two measure 

7.5 x 14.5 inches. These plates are mounted in two groups of two 

each on arms that are hinged at one end only. tacb arm is suspended 

In  such a manner as to permit movement away from the impeller 

blade thereby allowing foreign materials such as tramp iron om 

large pieces or wood to pass through the machine without damage to 

its component parts. 

The product size or percentage reduction may be 

controlled by three factors namely, 

feed rate 
2, rotor speed 
3. breaker plate clearance 
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The Hazemag FAP-1 has a capacity of 3 to 10 

tons per hour depending,on the nature of, the feed. The rotor 

Speed may be varied from 600 to 2000 reVoIutions per minute 

while.the breaker plates may be adjUsted to allow a clearance 

of  1/8 to 2 inches between the bottom edge of the plates and - 

the breaker bars* . . 

,12.94QZ45-alad-e.4ae t . worIF 

Six preliminary crushing tests were made. These 

tests were conducted on-samples of'the fine salt as receiVed',  

Using feed rates of . 4 1. 6 and 8 tons per hour.  The rotor-speed, 

was Varied from 1000 to 1700:revo1utions per minute. All tests 

except number 6 were made with a clearance of 1/4inch between 

the breaker bars and 'plates, A 1.1fich clearance.*as us0 in 

Test  Number 6, 

The results of these preliminary tests indicated 

that it was difficult to obtain a substantial increase in the 

recovery of minus 35, plus 100 mesh salt without producing an 

exeessive amount of minus 100 mesh material. To overcome this 

the finer salt was removed by screening before crushing. A small 

rotex sereening unit fitted with a 30 mesh screen was used for 

this purpose. Fbur, separate, 200-pound samples (Numbers 7,8,9 

'and 10) were screened. The recovery of coarse and fine /ffleons 

was as follows 4.e 

Sample Number 	 Percentage Recovery 
Coarse Fraction 	Fine Fraction 

	

64.2 	 35.8 

	

51.0 	 4960 

	

51.5 	 48.5 

	

55.5 	 44.5 
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Tests 7 to 10 were made using the coarse fractions 

from the Rotex. Feed rates were established at 6 and 8 tons per 

hour. The Razemag was run at 1000 and 1500 revolutions per minute 

with a clearance of 1/4.4nch between the impact plates and breaker 

bars. 

An examination of the results of tests 1 to 10 revealed 

that the size of salt used as feed varied from test to test, To 

overcome this a number of samples were riffled from a large 

1600 pound sample. Tests 11 Lo 16 were conducted on samples  of the 

riffled salt. These samples were designed to have similar size 

characteristics, however, slight size variation continued to exist 

as indicated by the screen  •analyses of the feed samples (Table III) *  

The rotor speed was maintained at 1700 revolutions 

per minute during runs 11 to 16 inclusive. Feed rates were set at 

8 and 10 tons per hour while the impact 'Plate clearance was varied 

from 1/4 to  1 -.winches. 

Screen analyses were conducted on samples of all 

products. The screen  analyses  of the products that would.be  obtained 

by combining the fine fractions removed from samples 7, 8, 9 and 10 

with the crushed coarse products were calculated in order to compare 

these results with those obtained in tests 1 to 6 and 11 to 16. 

All screen  analyses and other relevant data are contained  in the 

 included tables. 
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AnalEILL_JaLletaulLel 

it Is difficult to accurately compare the results 

of those tests because of size variations in the feeds for the 

Various tests. However, a number of general observations may be 

made as follows . 

(1) An increase in the rate of fesd of fine salt (minus 20, 

plus 100 mesh) to the Uazemag crusher, other factors remaining 

constant, generally is accompanied by a corresponding increase in 

the percentage recovery of minus 35, plus 100 mesh salt, (Compare 

tests 4 with 1, 1 vith 5, 11 with 12, and 15 with 16). This does 

not apply for tests 13 and 14 because the feed used in 14 was con-

siderably finer than that of number 13.When feeding coarse, plus 

48 mesh salt from the rotez  screen an increase in feed usually re-

sulted in decreased.recovery of minus 35, plus 100 meàh salt (compare 

test 7 with 10 and 8 with 9), 

An additional effect of an increase in the feed rate of 

either the fine or coarse salt is that it tends to favour the pro-

duction of minus 100 mesh salt which is undesirable. 	. 	. 

(2) Increasing the rotor speed,.other factors 'being constant; 

tends to result in increased recovery of minus 35, plus 1.00 mesh salt, 

however, this is always accompanied by increased production of fine,. 

minus 100 mesh salt.(Compare tests 1 with 3, 7 with 8, and 9 with 

10) 9  
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(3) Increasing the impact plate clearance from 1/4- ►inch to

1-inch (Tests 1 and 6) resulted in increased recovery of minus 35,

plus 100 raesh salt. This also applies in test 11 and 13 where the

impact Plate clearance '^u^as increased from 1/4-inch to 3/4-inch,

however it does not appear to apply tirhen comparing tests 13 with 15,

and tests 12, 14 and 16, This again could be because of variation

in the food sizes. In all tests an, increase in the impact plate clea.r-

aDcO was accompanied by decreased formation of minus 100 mebh sa1t.

(4) Removal of the fine salt by screening on a 30-mesh screen

befofo crushing followed by its combination with the coarse crushed

product after crushing resulted in incre6sed reQovery -of minus 35,

Plus 100 I-fleah salt and decreased production of minus 100 mesh material.

(Compare tests. 1 with 7 and 3 uith 8)o

To summarize -^^Jhen feeding fine salt the percentage

recovery of minus 35, plus 100 mesh salt may be increased by

1 increasing the feed rate
2,« increasing the rotor, speed
3. increasing the Impact plate cZraraxxce

Removal of the fine, 1-Anus 35 mesh salt by se:reening before crushing

followed by its combination i°r3.th the crushed coarse product ^iillalso

result in increased recovery of minus 35, plus 100 mesh. sa1.t.Hninrcver,.

when feeding coarse, plus 35 or plus 48 mesh material an increase !i7

the feed rate does not result in increased recovery of minus 35lplus

100 mesh salt.

An increase in, the feed rate or in the rotor speed tends

to favour the production of minus 100 fnesh fines which is undesirable.

The formation of minus 100 raesh salt may be minimized by •.

1;^ :L^^.crc^^,s.►.ng the impact "plate clearance
?. removal of the fine, minus 35 mesh salt

before crushing
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Therefore, since screening before crushing is considered undesir-

able it will be necessary to achieve a balance of the feed rate, 

rotor speed, and impact plate clearance which will give the groatest 

recovery of minus 35, plus 100 mesh salt without excessive production 

of minus 100 mesh fines. The test which best fulftts these con-

ditions is number 6 (6 tons per hour, 1500 revolutions per minute, 

impact plate clearance 1-inch). A greater recovery of minus 35, plus 

100 mesh product with a minimum of minus 100 mesh salt could probably 

be obtained by careful adjustment of the feed rate, rotor speed and 

impact plate clearance used in test 6. 

coucLusum 
The results of this investigation indicate that it would 

be virlmally impossible to reduce minus 20, plus 100 mesh salt in the 

Razemag FAP.1 crusher to obtain a product which would contain not more 

than 5 per cent in both the plus 35 and minus 100 mesh fractions. 

This unit may be used to increase the percentage reeovery 

of minus 35, plus 100 mesh salt, however, further detailed investigation 

would be required to determine the optimum feed rate, rotor speed and 

impact plate clearance .  The efficiency of this unit when operated in 

closed circuit with suitable screens or air separatbre should also be 

investigated. 



• Te-t• Nuer 
' Feed-Rate 

Rotor•Speed 
Impact Plate 

-.Clearance 

6 tons/br, 
1500 R.P.M. 

6 tonz/hr 
1000_R.P.04. 

5- 	 6 
tons/hr 	8  tons/  hr 	6 tons/hr 

1500 R.P.X. 	1500 R.P.M. 	1500 R.P.M. 

1/4-ineh. 	1-Inch  14-inch 

TEST DATA AND SCREEN ANALYSES 

6 'tonehi. " 
1670 R.P.E. 

1/4-inch • 1/4.-Inch 1/4-inch 

+28 
.+35 
+48 
+65 
+100 
-100 

5.7 
46,3 
36.9 
9.9 
1.2 

29 
Percent increase 

-35+100 16.3 -0.5 22.0 59,2 55.5 

TABLE I 

Screen Analyses Feed . Product Feed:  Product .  Feed Product Feed Product Feed  Produet Feed Produe 

	

0.9 	4.8 	. •0.8 	2 ;9 

	

46.3 	11.2  39;5 

	

32.0 38,9 	26,3 444. 

	

19.7 , 9,1 	19.2 ,114  

	

10.2 	0.9 	114  1,4 

	

22,5 	 31.1 	04  

16 
;37:2, 
Lei 
12.7 

i 
4.3 

	

0.9 	8.0 	1.3 	4..8 	-2.3 

	

45 ,8 	12.1 56.2 	14.2-  57.6 	23,1 

	

39.7 	294  29.0 	28.1 26,9 	35J.  

	

9.2 	19.6 	6..2 	18.0 	9.5 	15.9 

	

0.2 , 	10.9 	0.6 	10.9 	0.9 	6.6 

	

. 27.1 	. 	27.5 	.0,3 . 16.6 

Total 100.0 1go.0 100.0 100.0 1 00.0 	100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Percent -35 
+100 0 	61.9 48 .9 	56 .9 57 . 2 	56.9 49.1 59.9 35.8 57.0 37.3 	58.0 



W .AIN 111; LYS Bils

T1-wTuxi'cer 7
:Peed Rate 6 tons / hour 6 tons, ^ hourRoto.- s^^^d 15oo ^.^.^^. 1000 t .^..^.
Impact Plate

1/11. Inch 1/4-inch

% Ib àt i/ Vi^ ^i 0'
. . .

Yl i./mb.^ %113Zd

Crss• Grsef Grse,. GkSa

1i^10
Prod.&
Fine Fine -

^ ^^d &-
Fine

Proâ. &
FineScrQen

Analysss
Coarse
Feed

Coari§c
Product

Frac-
ti

Frac-
,

Frac- Coarse Coarse ^ rae- snrao- Fr-ae-or tl0 -r-, ion li=eed Product ti'= titrn. tion

+28 lao 0 2.7 ? 2,9 ^ 209 1.^-i'.^
s+

75 ^
1 :4

27.6
2

23*0
6

^6s 6 2^a9 7-9'* -8 1,^0 a 6.5 3^` 3 2E^*.^t
+65^^

4-
0.30.3

7.3
12. 9

342
13 0

31.9
1; 8

^t3.2
^1 9

22i-6
0

3543 75.5 ^..5
1^

.55 '1
+100

.
9.3

#
0.8

,.
0,.3

> .
6,3

.9
=

7.
34^

17,4
30

3 .9
0 2

i2*{1
*100 20,2 Aw 0i0 12.9 - 4.69

.
{3f3

i f9
^, 6

.Total 100.*0 lOqs O 100.0 10010 104.0 100.0 100.o 10.040 1000 14tât0

Percent -35
+100 rd^sh 14", 7• s°-*; , ..Jy- I.? ^7 , 0 . '̂ 1̂7st^ 559 ,4 ^2,^y,̀s^ L

^ 9,^.^ 57.6
>^4^1 ^îPercent Increase s• _

-35 +10-0 raSsli 236.7 60s6 97r41 17.0

(1) Cal ct3.ated Val,u+e.s,;



TABLE II (CODT ,D) 

TEST. DATA e •SOREM ANALYSES 
„ 

Test -Nuiriber 	 9 	' 	 io 
• Feed- Rate 	. 	 8 tons / J our 	 8 tons ,4  hour 
•Rotor Speed. 	 1000 R..P.N. 	 1500 „ 

' impact Plate 	 y 
. Cfe. arance 	 1/4.-inch . 	(1) 	(1) 	 1 , 

	

-Gem * 	. CM 4 	 Comb. 	(Jorab. 

	

erse* 	Orse* 	 CeaC). 	erse. 
.. •.' 	Peed & 	Prod. & 	 Feed & 	Prod, & 

	

ene. 	Fine 	Fine 	 . 	Fine - 	Fine 	Fine 
Screen 	Coarse 	Coarse 	Frac- 	e'ec- 	Frac- 	Coarse 	Coarse 	Prae.. 	Frac.- 	Frac- 

;'...Anal  see 	Feed 	Product 	tion 	tion 	ti 	.Feed 	Product 	tic 	tion 	tion 	,  , 	 , 

,'•'>. ' -+28 	; 	c",  4. 	2.7 	.-... 	2.8 	14 	8.5 	1:7 	. 	147 	0.9 
: 	4,35 	 68 4,2 	442 	5.7 	378 	25:5 	72:8 	,204 	- 13.4J16 -  -•,- 	- 	, 	17.3 

+48 / 	25.5 	31443 	72.9 	48.6 	53.1 	17 in , 	 25.5 	67.0 	390 	. brIl..o 
..+65 	 0;9 	8.3 	19.5 	9.9 	, 	13.6 	., 1*0 	12.5 	18.2 	,E4.8 	, 15.1 
.+100 	 -, 	13 ,2 	1.6 	0:8 	2.,.9 	, 	-- 	, 	9.6 	.1.1 	„oj...1. 	5,7 , 	. 
-3.00 	 ... 	.3 	0:3 	0.1 	. 3.3 	, 	. 	,30.3 	,o....3 	•D41 	.  

. 	. 	. 
Total 	• 	100,0 	100.0 	100.0 	100,0 	100,0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 	100.0 

Percent 
-35+100 mesh 	264 	46.8 	94.0 	5943 	69:8 	1e..7 	47.6 	.86 ,3 	48.8 	64,8 

, 
Percent  mer.  
-35+100 mesh 	 77.3 	 17.7 	 15146 	 , 32.-8 

(1 )  Calculated Values. 
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